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Abstract
Improvements in air traffic management (ATM) and aircraft operations may reduce
European aviation emissions by 6% until 2050, compared to 2018 levels. Next to trajectory optimisation, in which more fuel-efficient trajectories are identified for one flight
at a time, the improved balancing of demand and capacity in air traffic management
can contribute to this reduction - a lever that has not received much research attention
so far. Today, many flights in Europe are diverted from shorter trajectories due to
insufficient capacities in the network. In addition, some airspace users (AUs) deliberately plan to fly on longer trajectories to minimise cost by avoiding countries with high
en-route airspace charges. In both cases high cost are created for the network (in terms
of delay and rerouting cost) and the environment.
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In this paper, we analyse two demand and capacity management mechanims that
aim at improving flight efficiency and reducing emissions. On the capacity side, we
evaluate the impact of centrally-determined capacities (instead of locally-determined
capacities) that consider both network effects and emissions. On the demand side, we
analyse the effect of trajectory-independent airport-pair charges (instead of countryspecific airspace charges) that align the incentive of AUs with the environment when
making their trajectory choice. The mechanisms are tested on a realistically-sized case
study covering 3,000-4,000 flights in large parts of Western European airspace. We find
that central capacity planning can reduce variable network cost by 21% and emissions
from detours by almost 64%. Furthermore, airport-pair charging can save almost 11%
of variable network cost and up to 320,000 tons of CO2 emissions if accompanied by
capacity changes that reflect the shift in demand towards shorter trajectories.

Keywords: air traffic management; capacity planning; demand-capacity balancing; aviation
emissions
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Introduction

Air traffic is one of the largest sources of greenhouse gas emissions, accounting for around
2.4% of all antrophogenic CO2 emissions in 2018 (Lee et al. (2021)). As such, governments
and international organizations alike have called for measures to reduce emissions from air
traffic. In Europe, where air traffic accounts for almost 4% of total emissions (European
Commission (2021)), ambitious targets for emission reduction in the transport sector have
been set. The European Green Deal requires that transport emissions are reduced by 90%
until 2050, based on 1990 emissions (European Commission (2021)). At the same time,
demand for air traffic is expected to grow further in the next decades. Aviation experts
suggest that global passenger numbers may triple by 2050, even after accounting for the
impact of the Covid-19 pandemic (International Civil Aviation Organization (2021)).
Assuming a given number of flight movements, the technological options to reduce aviation emissions are limited: i) using more energy-efficient aircraft, ii) substituting kerosene
with sustainable aviation fuels, or iii) improving air traffic management (ATM) and aircraft
operations. Destination2050 estimates that ATM improvements can save up to 6% of yearly
CO2 emissions in Europe until 2050 (Destination2050 (2021)). As Matthes et al. (2020)
noted, “a more sustainable ATM needs to integrate comprehensive environmental impacts
and associated forecast uncertainties into route optimisation in order to identify robust eco2

efficient trajectories”. Furthermore, Baumgartner et al. (2021) suggest in a recent report
that improved air navigation services are key to reduce aviation emissions, particularly in
the short and medium term. That is why the Single European Sky ATM Reseach (SESAR)
initiative in Europe has moved towards broad environmental impact reduction objectives
including noise, air quality and climate change, next to existing measures on fuel and delays.
In particular, SESAR has included an initiative to “minimise the environmental footprint
of aviation” through improved flight trajectories as part of their Master Plan 2020 (SESAR
Joint Undertaking (2020)).
An emission reduction measure that has so far not received much research attention falls
under the category “improving air traffic management”, namely, the balancing of capacity
and demand for air traffic. Failing to provide capacity where and when needed could lead
to demand shifts to longer routes (hence, more emissions) to avoid long delays in congested
parts of the network. Eurocontrol estimates that fuel-inefficient routing across all phases of
the flight was responsible for 8.6%–11.2% of CO2 emissions from European air traffic in 2019
(Eurocontrol (2020)).
The process of establishing demand-capacity balance (DCB) in Europe involves three key
stakeholders: Airspace Users (AUs) who generate demand for ATM services, Air Navigation
Service Providers (ANSPs) who provide capacity, and the Network Manager (NM) which
acts as a coordinator in the European network. The DCB process itself spans three phases:
strategic, pre-tactical and tactical. Capacity decisions for a day of operation are usually made
several weeks or months in advance (strategic phase). In particular, each ANSP decides on the
number of Air Traffic Control Officers (ATCOs) to deploy in the airspace that they control,
which in turn determines how many flights can cross the airspace in each time interval. In
some cases, the capacity decision can be adjusted several days ahead of the day of operations
(pre-tactical phase) to meet the anticipated demand, but this largely depends on capacity
providers and their resources and capabilities to increase capacity at a short notice (e.g.,
by calling in more ATCOs). Demand decisions, on the other hand, are typically made by
AUs on the day of operations (tactical phase). By submitting their flight plans the AUs
“reveal” to the NM and ANSPs where and when in the network they would fly, which often
happens only several hours before departure. Based on the latest information on demand
and capacity in the network (i.e., weather, military activity and available ATCOs), ANSPs
decides how many and which Air Traffic Control (ATC) sectors to open (the so-called sector
opening scheme). Furthermore, the NM and AUs decide together on the final trajectories of
each flight. If a flight cannot be routed on its preferred trajectory due to capacity shortage
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in the network, the NM can propose to delay the flight on-ground. The AU can then either
accept the delay or choose an alternative trajectory instead.
The current DCB process features two shortcomings which can result in higher en-route
flight emissions. First, the capacity decisions are taken locally by the ANSPs, without considering network-wide conditions. The capacities are often insufficient to accomodate upcoming
traffic, which sometimes results in AUs choosing to fly longer trajectories to avoid congested
portions of airspace or imposed ground delays. Second, the demand for air traffic services
is determined by AUs who make their trajectory choice accounting for en-route airspace
charges, amongst other factors, which differ for each country in Europe. Since the differences
in en-route charges even between neighbouring countries can be substantial, some AUs may
deliberately choose to fly longer trajectories to avoid expensive airspaces, thereby increasing
flight emissions according to Delgado (2015).
In this paper, we determine the impact of improved capacity and demand management of
air traffic in Europe on en-route flight efficiency and emissions. On the capacity side, we evaluate the effect of strategic capacity planning which considers network effects in the capacity
decision (instead of local ANSP decisions). The methodology to make such network-oriented
capacity decisions has been presented in Künnen et al. (2021). We develop a holistic emission
cost function that reflects both CO2 and non-CO2 related flight emissions to include it in
the decision making. On the demand side, we evaluate the impact of trajectory-independent
airport-pair charges (instead of en-route airspace charges) on trajectory choice and eventually
emissions. We split the analysis of demand and capacity mechanisms in two parts, in which
either the NM or the AU holds the main decision making power over final trajectories. Our
main contributions lie in a) incorporating CO2 and non-CO2 emissions in strategic capacity
planning, b) assessing the effect of these capacity decisions, as well as of airport-pair charges,
on cost and emissions in the European air traffic network, and c) deriving policy implications
from the observed effects.
The paper is organized as follows: In §2 we review relevant literature on ATM mechanisms
that reduce flight emissions. In §3 we discuss the proposed improvements to demand-capacity
balancing in European ATM and the methodology with which these improvements are evaluated. In §4 we present the case study for our analysis. We present the findings under NM
decision-making in §5 and under AU decision-making in §6, and close with policy implications
and recommendations for future research in §7.
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2

Literature Review

With growing concerns on climate change in the last decades, research on the environmental
impact of aviation has also picked up. While many researchers have addressed air quality and
noise as environmental considerations in aviation since the 1980s, flight emissions have only
received attention in the last 15–20 years. Williams et al. (2007) are one of the first to discuss
how innovations in ATM can help mitigate the climate impact of aviation. The authors argue
that total flight emissions will rise increasingly quickly as traffic increases if congestion and
airborne delays cannot be reduced successfully. In particular, they suggest that a coordinated
strategic planning of flights across Europe as well as improved demand-capacity balancing in
the (pre-)tactical phase can improve air traffic flows. In the past years, two research streams
in the area of sustainable ATM have developed that aim at improving flight efficiency and
thus reduce emissions, namely trajectory optimization and route charging. In the following,
we use the term route to denote an airport-pair, and trajectory to denote one (of potentially
multiple) three-dimensional flight paths that an AU can choose for the route.

Trajectory optimization
Trajectory-based optimization (or TBO) is concerned with finding the “best” trajectory with
regard to some performance indicator (e.g., delay or fuel cost), usually for one flight at a time.
Hammad et al. (2020) give a broad review of articles that focus specifically on improving the
sustainability of trajectories. In an early work, Clarke et al. (2008) discuss the trade-off
between delays, fuel burn and emissions in en-route trajectory optimization. The authors
analyse the impact of changes in air speed and heading angles to minimize fuel and delay cost.
In this approach, emissions are included as a by-product of fuel burn but are not explicitly
considered in the optimization. Hamdan et al. (2020) also investigate the trade-off between
emissions and delays when making routing decisions. The authors develop a bi-objective
integer program that simulatenously minimises CO2 emissions and delay cost and test it on
an illustrative numerical example.
More recently, researchers have developed a holistic approach to compute flight emissions
(including non-CO2 emissions and contrails) and incorporated the resulting cost function in
the optimization to determine so-called climate-optimal trajectories. Rosenow et al. (2017)
develop a trajectory optimization model that includes climate effects from both CO2 and N Ox
emissions by sequentially applying lateral and vertical trajectory optimization. Rosenow and
Fricke (2019) use this emission-adjusted trajectory optimization model to test the impact
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of free routing conditions in Europe on network efficiency, safety and capacity. Matthes
et al. (2017) further include contrail and cirrus formations to develop a multi-dimensional
environmental change function with which trajectories are optimized. They find on a specific
city-pair that if non-CO2 effects are considered, the total climate impact can be reduced by
more than 40% while fuel burn increases by 0.5%. Matthes et al. (2020) go beyond the effect
of emissions and incorporate air quality and noise levels for a multi-criteria environmental
assessment of trajectories. They test the concept on a one-day traffic sample in Europe.
Finally, Grewe et al. (2014) determine trajectories which explicitly avoid climate-sensitive
regions, i.e., regions in which the climate impact of non-CO2 emissions is particularly large.
The authors develop climate cost functions based on trajectories in the North Atlantic region,
but do not comment on the emission reduction potential.
There are, however, two important differences between TBO and our approach: First,
TBO focuses on the steering of flights in the airborne phase while we address the planning
process in the three earlier phases (i.e., the strategic, pre-tactical and tactical phase of ATM).
Second, the research on TBO aims at optimizing aircraft trajectories (either individually or
an entire network) without considering capacity constraints. In contrast, we include airspace
capacity levels as key constraints in all analyses and even optimize over these levels. It is
important to note that in order to analyse an entire European network structure, we take as
given a set of operational trajectories between any two cities and optimize over the choice of
such discrete trajectories. This is in contrast to research on trajectory optimization where
the operational trajectories itself are subject of the optimization.

Route charging
Gillingwater et al. (2009) find that in some cases airlines decide to fly longer trajectories in
order to save cost. Next to the avoidance of congested airspace or adverse weather conditions,
airspace charges also play a role in these decisions. The authors analyse a total of 97 flight
plans covering 14 routes in European airspace, and identify several trajectories with similar
or slightly lower airspace charges but with longer distances, resulting in higher fuel burn
and hence CO2 emissions. Similarly, Delgado (2015) finds that around 6.4% of flights (in a
sample of more than 10,000 flights) choose to fly trajectories which are more than five nautical
miles longer than the shortest trajectory and have lower airspace charges. To address this
issue, researchers and the industry have proposed various solutions. For instance, the Wise
Persons Group (2019) argue that a unified route charge may reduce these disincentives and
the respective environmental burden. Verbeek and Visser (2016) propose a new charging
6

Table 1. Description of analysed settings along DCB process.
Capacity management (strategic)
Setting

Demand management (pre-/tactical)
Charging principle

Baseline

Local capacity decision Country-specific
by ANSPs
airspace charges

NM autonomy

Central capacity deci- Trajectorysion by NM
independent
pair charges
Local capacity decision Trajectoryby ANSPs
independent
pair charges

AU autonomy

Routing decision

airport-

NM imposes delays,
AU can choose rerouting instead
NM can impose delays
or reroutings

airport-

NM can only impose
delays

method called FRIDAY (Fixed Rate Incorporating Dynamic Allocation for optimal Yield),
where route charges are calculated using the section lengths along the great circle distance.
FRIDAY would effectively fix the route charge for a given airport-pair and aircraft type,
which would remove the incentive to take detours.
To the best of our knowledge, no research has analysed the impact of such route charging
schemes on detours and flight emissions. In this paper, we use the route charging principle
first proposed in the COCTA research (COCTA Consortium (2017)), which applies a similar
trajectory-independent charging principle as the FRIDAY method. However, it includes a
mechanism to recover full capacity cost from a network rather than local perspective (for
details, see Pavlović and Fichert (2019)). In contrast to existing research we analyse the
impact of this charging scheme on cost (including delay and rerouting cost) and emissions in
a realistic-sized case study.

3

Proposed demand-capacity balancing in Europe

With demand for air traffic services often exceeding en-route capacity in Europe (esp. in
the peak summer months), effective demand-capacity balancing is particularly important
in European airspace. In this section, we describe how the decision-making between the
Network Manager (NM), airspace users (AUs) and air navigation service providers (ANSPs)
can be structurally improved across the three phases of the DCB process to improve en-route
flight efficiency and reduce emissions.
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The current decision-making process and the proposed improvements are summarized in
Table 1. As shown, the NM takes on a rather soft mediation role in the current system,
since it has limited instruments available to influence capacity and demand decisions made
by ANSPs and AUs. The local ANSPs decide on airspace capacities without considering
demand in other parts of the network, which sometimes results in reroutings (and higher
emissions) to avoid delays. Similarly, the airspace charges in each country are determined
without considering adverse effects on detours and emissions. In addition, environmental
considerations and in particular flight emissions do not currently form part of either capacity
decisions or airspace charges.
To improve en-route flight efficiency in Europe and reduce emissions, we analyse two
demand-capacity balancing mechanims: network-oriented capacity decisions and trajectoryindependent airport-pair charging. Which mechanisms is proposed depends on whether the
NM or the AUs hold the main decision making power to select the final trajectory. In
particular, if the nm decided on potential delays and reroutings of flights, the use of networkoriented capacity levels may reduce capacity shortages and thus the need for the NM to
reroute flights. In case the AU decides on the final trajectory, the use of airport-pair charges
may reduce the incentive of AUs to choose longer trajectories in order to avoid countries with
high en-route charges. The DCB processes for both of these settings, which we denote as
NM autonomy and AU autonomy respectively, are detailed in the following.
In the setting NM autonomy we assume that the NM coordinates the capacity and demand
management actions across European airspace. The concept was first proposed in COCTA
Consortium (2017), and recently also advocated by Andribet et al. (2022) who propose a
stronger role for the NM in order to “reinvent” European ATM after Covid-19. In this
setting the NM decides how much capacity to order from each ANSP (considering network
effects) in the strategic phase, and how to resolve any demand-capacity imbalance by either
delaying or rerouting flights. We assume that AUs would choose the cost-minimising flight
option in making their trajectory choices which, given the trajectory-independent airportpair charges, is the shortest trajectory. The airport-pair charges would still serve to recover
the cost of capacity provision. If the NM decides to reroute or delay a flight to resolve
a capacity shortage, the AU pays the same airport-pair charges but incurs additional cost
from fuel burn or delays. To analyse this setting, we need to determine the network-oriented
capacities that the NM should order, and the routing of flights through the network such
that the capacity limits are not exceeded. Even though the setting constitutes a rather large
divergence from the current DCB process in Europe, analysing its impact on flight efficiency
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and emissions can give an indication of the improvement potential in the system. We also
evaluate in this setting if sharing of capacities across Area Control Centers (ACCs) can help
to reduce flight emissions even further. The idea is that ATCOs in one ACC are also eligible
to control flights in one or more (neighbouring) ACCs to better accomodate fluctuations in
demand. Künnen et al. (2021) find that such capacity-sharing can in fact significantly reduce
the cost from reroutings and delays in European airspace.
In the setting AU autonomy we assume that the AUs largely hold the decision making
power around which trajectories to fly for each of their flights. The capacities are still
determined locally by each ANSP, and the AUs choose their preferred trajectories in the
(pre-)tactical phase. In order to acknowledge the trajectory choice made by AUs, the NM
can only impose ground delays on flights (if required due to the given capacity limits) but
cannot reroute them. However, instead of current country-specific airspace charges we employ
trajectory-independent airport-pair based charges. The use of airport-pair charges aligns the
incentives of AUs with those of the environment since the shortest trajectory (based on
distance) will now also be the cheapest (based on fuel cost and ATM charges). This will a
priori improve horizontal flight efficiency, measured in terms of trajectory deviation from the
shortest route. To analyse this setting, we need to determine the trajectory choices made
by AUs based on airport-pair charges vs airspace charges, as well as the delays to impose on
flights such that the locally-determined capacity limits are not exceeded. In the following two
subsections, we present the methodology with which we determine the improvement potential
of network-oriented capacities under the NM autonomy and of airport-pair charges under the
AU autonomy, respectively.

3.1

Capacity and routing decisions under NM autonomy

Our ultimate aim is to evaluate the cost and emission reduction potential from improved
demand-capacity balancing. To judge the performance of our models, we first establish
a baseline that reflects the current DCB process. Under NM autonomy we compare the
network-oriented capacity decisions against reference capacity levels based on actual 2016
data. In particular, we use the most frequently used capacity profile in August as a reference
for the high capacity setting, in October for the medium traffic setting and in April for the
low traffic setting (see Table 16 in Appendix A.2). These capacity levels reflect the local
capacities provided by ANSPs and as such serve as relevant baselines for our analysis.
To determine network-oriented capacity levels, we use the approach proposed by Künnen
et al. (2021). Operationally, the problem is modeled by deciding on the capacity level for each
9

airspace that minimises the sum of capacity, delay and rerouting cost. In the following, we
refer to the sum of delay and rerouting cost as displacement cost. We consider the problem
minx∈X ES (G(x, S)) + cT x, where x ∈ X is a vector of capacity levels for each airspace (in
sector-hours) out of the finite set of such levels X , S is a random scenario that reflects a
materialization of demand and capacity uncertainties (due to non-scheduled flights, employee
absense or adverse weather), G(x, S) is the sum of displacement cost for a certain scenario
S under capacity decision x, and vector c represents the capacity cost (per sector-hour) of
each airspace. Determining the displacement cost G(x, S) for a capacity decision x and
scenario S requires solving the integrated routing and sector opening problem (IRSOP); the
corresponding mixed integer program is shown in Appendix A.3. Note that it is impossible to
determine ES (G(x, S)) exactly due to the potentially infinite set of scenarios S over which the
expectation is evaluated. The procedure proposed by Künnen et al. (2021) to approximate
the solution to the capacity planning problem is summarized in Appendix A.3. In order to
incorporate emission considerations in the capacity decision, we modify their approach by
adding emission cost to the displacement cost in the evaluation of G(x, S).
We also analyse how sensitive the results are with regard to changes in traffic levels and
the price of CO2 . To evaluate different traffic levels, we simply adjust the traffic scenarios S
in G(x, S) that are used to determine capacity levels. We use an average of 4,000 flights
(scheduled and non-scheduled) to create traffic scenarios S for the high traffic setting, 3,500
flights for medium traffic and 3,000 flights for low traffic; the distribution is based on actual
monthly traffic in 2018. To assess the impact of different prices for CO2 , we recalculate
emission cost of each trajectory based on CO2 prices of 0 EUR and 100 EUR per ton (the
upper limit was chosen based on market expectations for the price of CO2 in 2030). We then
reestimate G(x, S) based on the adjusted emission cost.
As a final analysis, we want to assess the value of capacity-sharing (across two or more
neighbouring ACCs) in improving flight efficiency and emissions. For this purpose, we define
seven alliances where we pool together two or three ACCs with similar cost level, geography
and infrastructure (see Table 2). We then compute total capacities for each alliance by
summing the capacity levels of each airspace it contains, which were determined through
the procedure described above. To decide how much of the available capacity in an alliance
should be assigned to each of its airspaces in a given traffic and capacity scenario S, we solve
the mixed integer program proposed by Künnen et al. (2021), see XCILP in Appendix A.3.
To single out the effect on displacement and emission cost, we assume that no additional
variable capacity cost (per sector-hour) are incurred if an ATCO works outside his or her
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“home” airspace. This is because the majority of cost to establish capacity-sharing are fixed
rather than variable cost (e.g., cost for infrastructure and training of ATCOs).
To evaluate the performance of both network-oriented capacities and reference capacities,
we test them under various traffic and capacity scenarios S. For this purpose, we develop 100
test scenarios (which we fix for all tests) and determine the “optimal” routing of flights in
each scenario using the heuristic proposed by Künnen and Strauss (2021), see Algorithm 1 in
Appendix A.3. We then approximate the expected displacement and emission cost associated
with a capacity decision as the average cost observed over these scenarios. It is important
to note that while in the standard setting (without capacity-sharing) the capacity levels of
each airspace remain fixed across all 100 test scenarios, in the setting with capacity-sharing
the levels are adjusted depending on the traffic and capacity scenario (only the total alliance
capacities remain fixed).
Table 2. Overview of alliances for capacity-sharing.
Alliance

Airspaces

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

EDUUUTAC (G. Central)
EDUUUTAS (G. South)
EPWWCTA (Poland)
LOVVCTA (Austria)
LKAACTA (Czech Rep.)
LSAGUTA (Switzerland)
EDYYBUTA (Maastricht)

EDUUUTAE (G. East)
EDUUUTAW (G. West)
LZBBCTA (Slovakia)
LHCCCTA (Hungary)
LKAAUTA (Czech Rep.)
LSAZUTA (Switzerland)
EDYYDUTA (Maastricht)

EDYYHUTA (Maastricht)

Germany abbreviated as “G.”.

3.2

Determining trajectory choices under AU autonomy

To model the local capacity decisions in the strategic phase of the demand-capacity balancing
process under AU autonomy, we use the same reference capacity levels as described above
(i.e., based on historic data). Overall, we assume that AUs make their trajectory choices
primarily based on cost, that is, we assume that AUs always opt for the cost-minimising
trajectory option for each flight. In the current system, AU’s trajectory choices also depend
on the specific en-route airspace charges for each country, next to other cost considerations
such as fuel burn and delay cost. Therefore, under current airspace charges the “cheapest”
trajectory (based on cost) and shortest trajectory (based on distance) do not necessarily
coincide. With the proposed airport-pair charging principle, in which any trajectory option
11

between two airports incurs the same charge, AUs no longer face a trade-off between higher
costs due to longer routes and lower cost of en-route charges (see also Delgado (2015)).
Therefore, we assume that AUs would, ceteris paribus, always choose to fly the shortest
trajectory. Note that during the day of operations, wind can affect the AU’s trajectory choice
as well, such that the shortest trajectory may not be the most fuel-efficient one (Zillies et al.
(2014)). However, as long as AUs choose the most fuel-efficient trajectory (given the wind
conditions), the flight’s fuel burn and hence its impact on the environment is minimised, and
we do not need to consider any cost from detours. The process to determine both shortest and
“cheapest” trajectories for each flight using Eurocontrol’s Network Strategic Tool (NEST) is
described in §4.1.
Finally, to determine the routings in the tactical phase, we again use the routing heuristic
proposed in Künnen and Strauss (2021) and test the process on the same 100 test scenarios
as above. To ensure that the chosen trajectories can only be delayed (and not rerouted) in
the final routing, we provide only delay options (and no alternative trajectories) as input
to the routing heuristic. We test the trajectory choices made based on airspace vs airportpair charges also in the case with no capacity restrictions to analyse the maximum potential
emission savings through airport-pair charging.

4
4.1

Case study
Dataset description

We test the proposed mechanisms using a case study with real traffic data covering up to 4,300
flights across 15 Area Control Centers (or ACCs) in 8 European countries. The main source of
the case study is Eurocontrol’s Demand Data Repository (DDR2). On the capacity side, the
dataset contains 173 configurations of the 177 elementary sectors across the 15 ACCs. On the
demand side, the data includes all flights crossing these 15 ACCs on September 9, 2016 (the
day with most traffic in Europe in 2016); for our analysis, we limit the time window to 9am
– 3pm. In Europe, around 80% of flights are scheduled flights whose schedules are published
for the season ahead, which means that the NM knows the airport pairs and departure time
of these flights already in the strategic phase. However, for the 20% of non-scheduled flights
this information is not available, which creates uncertainty with regards to the overall traffic
level and the spatio-temporal distribution of flights. In our traffic sample, we have a total of
3,500 scheduled flights. To generate a pool of non-scheduled flights, we randomly select 2,500
flights from all remaining flights in the dataset (inside or outside the 6 hour time window).
12

A snapshot of exemplary flights in the network, created using NEST, is shown in Figure 1.
As mentioned above, we rely on Eurocontrol’s NEST to generate the shortest and “cheapest” trajectory for each flight (accounting for network route structure, rules and constraints).
In particular, NEST first finds (up to 40) horizontal route options for each flight based on
the actual filed flight plans, and then calculates the vertical profile, taking into account the
actual route network and constraints in both horizontal and vertical planes. We then identify
the shortest trajectory for each flight based on total distance (without considering wind conditions, however). In contrast, to determine the “cheapest” trajectory we take into account
both en-route charges and the trajectory’s detour vs the shortest trajectory. In addition,
we use NEST to determine up to 10 different alternative trajectories (to serve as rerouting
options) which differ from the shortest trajectory in either horizontal or vertical dimension.
To complete the trajectory options, we add five delay options for the shortest trajectory of
each flight, with departure delays of 10, 20 and 30 minutes respectively. Note that flights
can be either rerouted or delayed, not both.

Figure 1: Snapshot of flights in the analysed airspace at a specific point in time.
Furthermore, we calculate cost for capacity, rerouting and delays. Capacity cost are
computed as the average cost in each ANSP of opening one ATC sector for one hour, which
are derived from annual cost reported by ANSPs. It is important to note that we only
include ATCO cost in the case study (and treat them as variable) since they represent the
capacity cost driver mostly affected by capacity decisions. Rerouting and delay cost are
reported separately for each flight trajectory and differ by aircraft type. Rerouting cost are
13

estimated based on Cook and Tanner (2015) and Eurocontrol (2018); they include fuel, crew
and passenger cost and increase linearly with the length of the detour (vs the shortest path).
Delay cost are derived based on Cook and Tanner (2015) and increase non-linearly with the
duration of delay. The emission cost associated with each trajectory is also estimated based
on the length of the detour of the trajectory; the process is detailed in §4.2.
To reflect real-life uncertainties in air traffic, we include both demand and capacity variations. With around 20% of traffic coming from non-scheduled flights, demand cannot be
known exactly in advance in the strategic phase (when capacity decisions are made). Therefore, we create various traffic scenarios which include, next to all scheduled flights, a random
sample from the pool of non-scheduled flights. The number of non-scheduled flights selected
from the pool in each scenario is drawn from a normal distribution with mean equal to 20%
of total expected traffic and standard deviation of 100. Furthermore, we include capacity reductions due to employee absence (i.e., ATCO shortages) and adverse weather events. While
the former reduces the total number of available sector-hours in the impacted airspace, the
latter reduces the actual capacity (i.e., how many flights can cross the sector during a certain
time) of the impacted airspace sector. The probabilities for both types of events are derived
based on historical data on ATFM regulations and are reported in the appendix. In case
of an adverse weather in one of the airspaces, we assume that the capacity of a randomly
selected elementary sector of that airspace (and the collapsed sector containing it), is reduced
to 90% in 40% of cases, to 70% in another 40% of cases and to 50% in 20% of cases.

4.2

Measuring environmental impact

In order to make network-oriented capacity decisions that reflect full network cost, we develop
a holistic emission cost estimation to include in our mechanism (next to capacity, delay and
rerouting cost). We use a two-step approach to estimate emission cost for each trajectory in
the dataset. First, we determine the emissions associated with a trajectory based on the flight
distance vs the shortest trajectory. In our analysis we consider next to CO2 also the impact
of N Ox emissions, which represent by far the largest source of non-CO2 emissions according
to Lee et al. (2021). It has recently been shown that contrails and cirrus cloud formations can
also have a sizable impact on global warming (see Bock and Burkhardt (2019)). However, we
exclude them from our analysis because their occurence and intensity cannot be reasonably
predicted in the strategic stage of the DCB process (i.e., weeks to months in advance).
Furthermore, we do not consider other environmental factors such as air quality and noise
since their impact during the en-route phase of a flight is neglibile. Both CO2 and N Ox
14

emissions increase approximately linearly with fuel burn. Lee et al. (2021) report conversion
rates of 3.16 kg CO2 and 15.1 g N Ox per kg of kerosene. The additional fuel consumption
for each trajectory is computed based on the length of the detour vs the shortest trajectory
(in nautical miles) and the aircraft’s fuel consumption per nautical mile, which we take from
Cook and Tanner (2015).
Second, we translate the emissions into a holistic cost function based on the climate
impact of each emission source; the approach is proposed in Rosenow and Fricke (2019).
N Ox emissions are converted into CO2 -equivalent emissions based on the Global Warming
Potential of 20 years (or GWP20). The GWP20 measures the climate impact of greenhouse
gases relative to that of CO2 and reports a scaling factor for N Ox of 268 in Europe (see
Lee et al. (2021)). Note that the impact of non-CO2 emissions differs by the region in
which they occur. We can then compute emission cost for each trajectory using total CO2 equivalent emissons and the price of CO2 based on the EU’s emissions trading scheme (or
ETS), currently at around 65 EUR. Here, we assume that the ETS is extended to non-CO2
emissions in the near future; this extension is already proposed by the European Union
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA (2020)).

5

Demand-capacity balancing under Network Manager
autonomy

In this section, we present the results from the proposed mechanism under NM autonomy.
The performance of network-oriented capacities is evaluated based on both cost (i.e., capacity, displacement and emission cost) and emissions (i.e., CO2 and N Ox emissions), and is
compared against a relevant baseline which reflects the current local capacity decisions. We
also include sensitivity analyses with regard to traffic levels and the price of CO2 .
Table 3 shows the cost performance of the network-oriented capacity levels (Central )
against the identified baseline capacities (Local ) on 100 scenarios. The capacity levels on
which this assessment is based for both the Central model (determined using the methodology
from §3.1) and the Local model are reported in Appendix A.2. The models are evaluated
on the high-traffic scenario with on average 4,000 flights across the 15 airspaces and 6-hour
time window. The results show that the network-oriented capacities reduce variable network
cost by over 26% compared to the baseline. Increasing variable capacity cost by only 2.7%
can reduce the delay, rerouting and emission cost by around 54%. In particular, emission
cost (from detours) are reduced by 44.6% which confirms the value of using network-oriented
15

Table 3. Cost performance of capacity models (high-traffic setting, n = 100 runs).

Model
Local
Central
Difference
Difference (%)

Variable cost (EUR)
Capacity
Delay Rerouting
154,287
69,304
158,477
23,983
4,190 - 45,322
+2.7% -65.4%

60,724
32,928
- 27,796
-45.8%

Emission

Total

32,311
17,890
- 14,420
- 44.6%

316,626
233,277
- 83,349
-26.3%

Rerouting and emission cost computed net of shortest trajectory.

capacities to reduce environmental impact. We also find that in the baseline setting, emission
cost amount to almost half of the other cost from detours (i.e., rerouting cost) and to around
10% of total variable cost, which is substantial considering that these cost are currently
neglected in the DCB process. Recall that both rerouting and emission cost are calculated
net of the shortest trajectory, i.e., we do not consider the fuel and emissions generated by
flying the shortest trajectory itself. Figure 2 shows how the network-oriented capacities
perform against the baseline (in terms of displacement and emission cost) for each of the 100
tested scenarios. While displacement and emission cost fluctuate between around 100,000
EUR and 250,000 EUR under baseline capacity levels, this range reduces to between 40,000
EUR and 120,000 EUR under network-oriented capacities.

Figure 2: Displacement cost impact of capacity models across 100 test scenarios.
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Table 4. Overview of regulations for capacity models (high-traffic setting, n = 100 runs).
Regulation
Model /KPI

Delays
Share Avg. delay

Reroutings
Share Avg. distance

Emissions
Total CO2 Total N Ox

Local
Central
Difference (%)

4.7%
2.5%
-47.9%

21.6%
16.8%
-22.2%

217.6 t
120.5 t
-44.6%

17.8 min.
14.6 min.
-18.1%

13.1 NM
9.2 NM
-29.4%

1.04 t
0.58 t
-44.6%

Reroutings and emissions computed net of shortest trajectory.

With the cost improvements we also expect non-financial indicators to improve. Table 4
compares the delays and reroutings (incl. emissions) imposed on flights for the two models.
We find that using network-oriented capacities reduces the share of delayed flights from 4.7%
to 2.5% and the average delay from almost 18 to under 15 minutes. Furthermore, the share
of rerouted flights can be reduced from 21.6% to 16.8% and the average detour from over 13
to 9.2 nautical miles. This also implies that over 4 out of 5 flights can fly on the shortest
trajectory (i.e., are neither delayed nor rerouted) with network-oriented capacities. Due to
the lower amount of reroutings, CO2 emissions can be reduced by almost 100 tons and N Ox
emissions by around 0.5 tons. Both savings represent a reduction of around 45%; the relative
changes of CO2 and N Ox emission are equivalent since we assume both to increase linearly
with fuel consumption. The fact that emissions are reduced by 45% while the average length
of the detour is only reduced by 29% implies that particularly flights with above-average fuel
consumption are not being rerouted anymore under network-oriented capacities.
To illustrate the purpose of identifying network-oriented capacities, we show in Figure 3
the trade-off between capacity and displacement cost (with and without emission cost) for
an exemplary airspace: EDYYDUTA. While capacity cost are calculated directly from the
capacity levels, the displacement and emission cost are estimated based on equation (5) in
Appendix A.3, and averaged across 100 scenarios. The graph shows that while capacity cost
increase linearly with the capacity level (recall that we assume variable capacity cost), both
displacement and emission cost decrease with capacities until a plateau is reached. The total
cost curves show that the optimum point with lowest total cost is achieved for a capacity
level of around 35 sector-hours, in the case with and without emission cost. In contrast, the
baseline capacity level for EDYYDUTA for 2016 (which we identified based on historically
used capacities in the peak summer period) was only 25 sector-hours. The analysis confirms
that the historically used capacity levels are insufficient to cover high traffic volumes leading
to many otherwise unnecessary reroutings and thus emissions.
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Figure 3: Trade-off between displacement and capacity cost (exemplified for EDYYDUTA).
Displacement and emission cost are estimated using equation (5) in Appendix A.3.

5.1

Sensitivity with regards to traffic level and CO2 price

To evaluate how sensitive the presented findings are with regards to the most important
input parameters, we test the models for different traffic and CO2 price levels. To analyse the
impact of traffic intensity, we develop a low- and medium-traffic setting (next to the analysed
high-traffic setting) with an average of 3,000 and 3,500 flights, respectively. As in the hightraffic setting, the actual number of flights differs in each scenario, but centers around the
indicated average value. Figure 4 compares the cost performance of the capacity models in
each of the three settings. The exact capacity levels and the full cost breakdown behind Figure
4 can be found in Appendix A.2. We find that total variable network cost can be reduced
substantially by using network-oriented capacities in all three settings, driven largely by a
decrease in displacement and emissions cost. As expected, the potential decreases slightly for
lower traffic levels, but the savings of around 50,500 EUR (or 21.9% vs the baseline) under
medium traffic and 27,900 EUR (or 15.9%) under low traffic are still sizable. If we assume that
high-traffic levels occur for around three months of the year (i.e., peak summer period from
June to August), low traffic for four months (November to February) and medium traffic for
the remaining five months (based on historical traffic data from Eurocontrol (2019)), we find
that variable network cost can be reduced by 21% on average. Note that the displacement
and emission cost for the Central model are already below 5,000 EUR for low traffic so that
the improvement potential is limited for further decreases in traffic level.
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Figure 4: Cost performance of capacity models by traffic level.
Emission volumes and cost computed net of shortest trajectory.

In addition to financial performance, we are particularly interested in how well the proposed capacity model reduces CO2 and non-CO2 emissions. Table 5 shows the emission
reduction across the three traffic levels. We find that CO2 and N Ox emissions from detours
can be reduced between 44.6% (under high traffic) and 82.6% (under low traffic). Assuming
the same traffic levels distribution as before, we estimate that network-oriented capacities
can save emissions from detours by 63.8% on average.
We also want to test how sensitive our results are with regard to the price of CO2 , which
we use to compute overall emissions cost and thus to guide both our capacity and routing
decisions. For that purpose, we develop a low price setting with no cost of CO2 and a high
price setting with 100 EUR per ton of CO2 (next to the medium price of 65 EUR per ton
used so far). The cost performance of the resulting network-oriented capacities is compared
against the baseline (assuming high traffic) in Figure 5. Again, the full cost breakdown can
be found in the appendix. We find that, in contrast to traffic levels, the capacity decision
is rather insensitive to changes in the price of CO2 . The variable capacity cost associated
with network-oriented capacities increases only slightly from 156,600 EUR (for CO2 price
of 0 EUR) to 159,000 EUR (for a price of 100 EUR), while it changes quite substantially
19

Table 5. Emissions savings by traffic level and type of emission (n = 100 runs).
Traffic level
High
Medium
Model /Emission CO2 (t) N Ox (t) CO2 (t)

Low
N Ox (t) CO2 (t) N Ox (t)

Local
Central
Difference
Difference (%)

0.76
0.30
-0.46
-60.2%

217.6
120.5
-97.1
-44.6%

1.04
0.58
-0.47
-44.6%

158.8
63.1
-95.7
-60.2%

90.0
15.7
-74.4
-82.6%

0.43
0.08
-0.36
-82.6%

Emission volumes computed net of shortest trajectory.

from 158,500 EUR (for high traffic) to only 140,700 EUR (for low traffic). This suggests
that in order to make better capacity decisions it is more important to adequately predict
upcoming traffic than to accurately estimate emission cost. However, Figure 5 also shows
that the savings potential by using network-oriented capacities increases from around 19%
(for CO2 price of 0 EUR) to over 27% (for a price of 100 EUR). This suggests that making
network-oriented capacity decisions becomes even more important with rising CO2 prices.

Figure 5: Cost performance of capacity models by CO2 price level.
Emission volumes and cost computed net of shortest trajectory.
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5.2

Impact of capacity-sharing

In a final analysis, we want to test if sharing of capacities across ACCs in Europe can help
to reduce total cost and emissions even further. Table 6 reports the cost performance of the
Central model with and without capacity-sharing in all traffic and CO2 price settings. Recall
that we allow capacity-sharing across the pre-defined alliances from Table 2 and that the total
capacity for an alliance is the same as in the Central model without capacity-sharing. The
results show that capacity-sharing can save between 2.0% and 5.1% of variable network cost
depending on traffic levels (assuming a CO2 price of 65 EUR). If the price of CO2 increases to
100 EUR, the savings increase to 6.1%. Table 7 reports the corresponding emissions savings
and shows that capacity-sharing can save an additional 10.1% – 38.5% in CO2 and N Ox
emissions, compared with network-oriented capacities without capacity-sharing.
Table 6. Variable network cost with and without capacity-sharing (n = 100 runs).

Variable network cost

Traffic level
Low
Medium

High

Price of CO2
0 EUR 100 EUR

Without capacity-sharing (EUR)
With capacity-sharing (EUR)
Difference (EUR)
Difference (%)

147,863 180,684
144,953 175,187
-2,910
-5,497
- 2.0% - 3.0%

233,277
221,472
- 11,806
- 5.1%

231,376 242,774
220,113 227,976
-11,263 -14,799
- 4.9% - 6.1%

Table 7. Emission savings of capacity-sharing by traffic level (n = 100 runs).
Traffic level
Emissions

High
Medium
CO2 (t) N Ox (t) CO2 (t)

Low
N Ox (t) CO2 (t) N Ox (t)

Without capacity-sharing
With capacity-sharing
Difference
Difference (%)

120.5
108.4
- 12.1
-10.1%

0.30
0.25
- 0.1
-17.2%

0.58
0.52
- 0.1
-10.1%

63.13
52.27
- 10.9
-17.2%

15.67
9.65
- 6.0
-38.5%

0.08
0.05
- 0.0
-38.5%

Emision volumes computed net of shortest trajectory.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of displacement cost (incl. emissions) with and without
capacity-sharing for all three traffic settings. We find that the benefit from capacity-sharing
increases with a) the traffic level in the network and b) the uncertainty in the underlying
scenario. In particular, we find larger cost differences between the model with and without
capacity-sharing under high traffic than under medium or low traffic, and for scenarios that
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show higher displacement cost (for all traffic settings). Furthermore, we observe a number of
scenarios for each traffic setting in which capacity-sharing does not generate any savings. In
these cases the actual demand and available capacity are in line with expectations so that
the capacity distribution from the Central model does not need to be adjusted.

Figure 6: Displacement cost impact of capacity-sharing across 100 test scenarios.
Rerouting and emission cost computed net of shortest trajectory.

6

Demand-capacity balancing under Airspace User autonomy

In this section, we analyse the impact of airport-pair charging on trajectory choices and
eventually flight emissions, under AU autonomy. The impact is determined by comparing
both cost and emissions against the trajectory choices made under current en-route airspace
charging. Again, we test how sensitive our results are to changes in traffic levels and the price
of CO2 . Table 8 summarizes the key inefficiency metrics of the identified trajectory choices
based on current airspace charges (based on the methodology in §3.2) across all flights in
the dataset. We find that 14% of flights choose to fly the shortest trajectory under airspace
charging. All other flights choose a longer trajectory with an average detour of 1.3 nautical
miles, creating additional emissions of 31.7 kg CO2 and 0.15 kg N Ox per flight.
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Table 8. Key inefficiency metrics of trajectory choices under airspace charging.
Detours
Count

Avg. Distance

Emissions
Avg. CO2 Avg N Ox

5,109 (86%)

1.3 NM

31.7 kg

0.15 kg

To evaluate the improvement potential through airport-pair charging, we use these trajectory choices made by AUs (under airspace charging) to determine total displacement and
emission cost for the different traffic level and CO2 price settings. We then compare the cost
performance with that under airport-pair charing, where we assume that AUs choose to fly the
shortest trajectory. In a first analysis we assume that the network is not capacity-constrained,
to determine the maximum improvement potential through airport-pair charging. In theory,
this setting could be realized by increasing capacity levels such that demand can always be
accomodated; in practice, the structural capacity limits of ANSPs may not allow such increases. The results in Table 9 show that total displacement and emission cost (from detours)
from the trajectory choices under airspace charging vary between 34,769 EUR (for low traffic)
and 45,593 EUR (for high traffic); these cost reduce to 28,647 EUR if CO2 bears no cost,
and almost double to 54,719 EUR if the price of CO2 increases to 100 EUR (both for high
traffic). Note that under airport-pair charging these displacement and emissions cost would
effectively be reduced to 0 since without capacity constraints all flights can fly the shortest
trajectory. Therefore, the figures in Table 9 represent the maximum potential cost savings
from airport-pair charging.
Table 9. Cost under airspace charging, without capacity limits (n = 100 runs).

Cost

Traffic level
Low
Medium

Price of CO2
0 EUR 100 EUR

High

Delay (EUR)
Rerouting (EUR)
Emission (EUR)
Total (EUR)

0
0
21,831 25,473
12,938 15,198
34,769 40,670

0
0
28,647 28,647
16,947 45,593 28,647

0
28,647
26,072
54,719

Rerouting and emission cost computed net of shortest trajectory.

Table 10 reports the corresponding emissions generated under airspace charging across
the three traffic levels, which represent the maximum potential emission savings from implementing airport-pair charges. We find that the trajectory choices under airspace charging
create between 87.2 and 114.2 tons of CO2 and between 0.42 and 0.55 tons of N Ox . The
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comparison for different traffic levels also allows us to better estimate the average emissions
savings potential from airport-pair charging across all intra-European flights. If we assume
that our results scale from the 6-hour case study to all 35,000 daily flights within Europe
under the high-traffic setting, to 30,000 flights under medium traffic and to 25,000 flights
under low traffic (and assume the same traffic level distribution across the year as in §5),
airport-pair charging could save up to 320,000 tons of CO2 and 1,530 tons of N Ox per year.
Table 10. Emissions under airspace charging, without capacity limits (n = 100 runs).

Emission

Traffic level
Low Medium

High

CO2 (t)
N Ox (t)

87.2
0.42

114.2
0.55

102.4
0.49

Emission volumes computed net of shortest trajectory.

In a second analysis we assume that the network is capacity-constrained. In particular,
we set capacity levels based on the reference capacities of each traffic setting (see Appendix
A.2). In this case, the initial trajectory choices based on airport-pair or airspace charges may
be delayed (but not rerouted, to acknowledge the trajectory choice) to satisfy capacity limits.
Table 11 compares the cost performance of the resulting routings for the high traffic level.
While no emission cost from detours are incurred under airport-pair charging (since all flights
fly on the shortest trajectory), total variable network cost are actually 12% higher than under
airspace charging. The increase is driven by large delay cost; in fact, flights are delayed by
over 20 minutes on average. This suggests that the reference capacity levels are not suited for
a situation in which all flights are choosing to fly the shortest trajectory. Figure 7 illustrates
the shift from “cheapest” to shortest trajectory for three exemplary flights.
Table 11. Cost performance of demand models (high-traffic setting, n = 100 runs).

Airspace charges
Airport-pair charges
Difference
Difference (%)

Variable cost (EUR)
Capacity Delay

Rerouting

Emission

Total

154,287
154,287
-

28,644
- 28,644
-100.0%

16,945
- 16,945
-100.0%

586,643
657,877
71,234
+12.1%

386,767
503,590
116,823
+30.2%

Rerouting and emission cost computed net of shortest trajectory.
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Figure 7: “Cheapest” (red) vs shortest (green) trajectory for three exemplary flights.
In order to reduce emissions without deteriorating network cost, airport-pair charging
would have to be combined with adjusted capacity levels that reflect the shift in demand
towards shorter trajectories. Therefore, we determine the required network-oriented capacity
levels for airport-pair charging using the methodology in §3.1, and test the performance with
adjusted capacity levels (see Appendix A.2) against airspace charging. Figure 8 shows that
total variable network cost can be reduced between 3% (for high traffic) and 16% (for low
traffic), resulting in average savings of 10.8% under the assumed traffic level distribution.

Figure 8: Cost performance of charging schemes, after capacity adjustment (n = 100 runs).
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7

Policy implications and conclusion

To guide decision makers towards improved en-route flight efficiency and reduced emissions
in European ATM, we discuss in the following the policy implications and limitations of
our results. Our findings suggest that making network-oriented capacity decisions could
substantially reduce total variable network cost. As exemplified for airspace EDYYDUTA
in Figure 3, the current local capacity provisions are in some cases far from optimal, in
terms of total variable network cost. In fact, every 1 EUR invested in additional capacity
(provided in the right airspace at the right time) saves around 20.8 EUR in displacement
and emission cost under the high traffic setting, around 9.2 EUR under medium traffic and
still around 4.2 EUR under low traffic. Next to financial savings, network-oriented capacity
decisions could reduce CO2 and N Ox emissions from detours by almost 64% on average
across the different traffic levels. To realize such savings, some central authority would need
to coordinate capacity management across the European airspace. In one potential setup,
such a central authority could be empowered to purchase capacities directly from ANSPs in
line with expected demand in the network. Furthermore, our analysis shows that in order
to make improved capacity decisions, it is more important to accurately predict upcoming
traffic rather than to adequately estimate emission cost associated with reroutings in the
network. Policy makers may also consider investing in infrastructure that allows for sharing
of capacities (among neighboring ACCs or ANSPs). In our analysis, capacity-sharing further
reduces total variable network cost by 2–5%, and emissions by 10–38% (depending on traffic
level). However, while the savings potential is sizable, the legal and operational concerns to
implement such capacity-sharing across the network are high and call for additional analyses
(which go beyond the scope of this paper).
On the demand management side, policy makers may consider airport-pair charging as
an effective but simple means to reduce emissions. We estimate that the trajectory choices
made by airspace users based on current airspace charging create additional 320,000 tons of
CO2 and 1,530 tons of N Ox emissions per year. By aligning the incentives of airspace users
and the environment, airport-pair charging may prevent environmentally-inefficient trajectory choices and save these emissions. The economic implications of this scheme are, however,
harder to evaluate. While airport-pair charging can potentially save all rerouting and emission cost associated with these environmentally-inefficient trajectories, it also creates high
delay cost under current capacity levels that offset these savings. Therefore, any implementation of airport-pair charges needs to be accompanied by an adjustment of capacity levels
that reflects the shift in demand based on these charges. If capacity levels are adjusted ac26

cordingly, we find that total variable network cost can be reduced by almost 11% on average.
It is important to note that the improvement potentials from the proposed capacity and
demand management mechanisms do not substitute the achievements from trajectory-based
optimisation, but rather complement it. The more (environmentally-)efficient the shortest
trajectory that trajectory-based optimisation can generate, the better the starting position
for demand-capacity balancing in the strategic and (pre-)tactical phases of ATM.
There are a few limitations to our analysis that are important to consider in policy-making.
First, the improvement potentials of both the capacity and demand management mechanisms
depend on how well the baseline captures current decision making in the network. Second,
for the potential of network-oriented capacities to be realised, we require that ANSPs are in
fact able to increase their respective capacities (i.e., by hiring additional ATCOs). In some
cases, the airspace design or the governance structure of an ANSP may not allow for the
required increases. Third, we focus on capacity and demand management in the en-route
part of flights. For the outlined potentials to be realised, the capacity and demand decisions
in the terminal airspace and at airports would need to be coordinated accordingly. Finally,
while we feel confident that the emission reduction potential that we observe in the case study
scales to the network-wide level with 25,000–35,000 daily intra-European flights, such a linear
scaling is less appropriate for variable network cost. This is because a) the network may be
less congested outside the core European region that we analyse and outside the time window
from 9am – 3pm (hence requiring less reroutings), and b) the cost of additional capacity may
be higher than that of existing capacities (e.g., due to ATCOs working overtime). Future
reasearch may address the question of how cost improvements of both centralised capacities
and airport-pair charges can be assessed for the entire European network.
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Appendices

A.1

Case study data
Table 12. Capacity-side network characteristics in the case study.

Airspace

Elementary
sectors

Collapsed
sectors

Configurations

Prob. of ATFM regulation
Internal External

EDUUUTAC
EDUUUTAE
EDUUUTAS
EDUUUTAW
EDYYBUTA
EDYYDUTA
EDYYHUTA
EPWWCTA
LHCCCTA
LKAACTA
LKAAUTA
LOVVCTA
LSAGUTA
LSAZUTA
LZBBCTA

11
10
12
10
8
9
12
18
10
6
6
26
6
6
27

14
14
29
12
13
12
19
77
24
9
9
58
9
7
69

13
13
13
11
10
7
12
26
7
6
8
21
11
7
8

8.5%
1.4%
18.4%
1.1%
1.4%
0.8%
1.9%
4.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.4%
1.4%
0.5%
0.0%

5.5%
5.2%
8.5%
3.8%
6.6%
3.8%
3.3%
1.9%
3.8%
0.3%
0.0%
3.6%
2.2%
1.4%
1.9%

ATFM regulations are divided into internal effects (e.g., employee absentence) and
external effects (e.g., adverse weather).

A.2

Detailed results

Table 13. Cost of capacity models under NM autonomy across traffic (n = 100 runs).
Traffic level
Cost/Model

High
Local

Capacity
Displacement
Emission
Total cost

154,287 158,477 142,930
130,029 56,910 64,730
32,311 17,890 23,579
316,626 233,277 231,239

Central

Medium
Local

Central

Low
Local

149,118 131,962
22,193 30,423
9,373
13,366
180,684 175,751
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Central
140,690
4,846
2,327
147,863

Table 14. Cost performance of capacity models under NM autonomy by CO2 price (n = 100
runs).
Price of CO2
Cost/Model

0 EUR
Local
Central

Capacity
Displacement
Emission
Total cost

154,287
130,029
284,315

65 EUR
Local

156,593 154,287
72,899 130,029
32,311
229,492 316,626

Central

100 EUR
Local
Central

158,477 154,287
56,910 130,029
17,890 49,709
233,277 334,024

159,045
59,267
25,030
243,343

Table 15. Cost performance of demand models under AU autonomy across traffic (n = 100
runs).
Traffic levels
Cost/Model

High
Airspace

Capacity
Displacement
Emission
Total cost

154,287
969,200
16,947

Airport-pair
154,287
-

Medium
Airspace

Airport-pair

Low
Airspace

Airport-pair

142,930
606,129
15,198

142,930
901,312
-

131,962
287,398
12,938

131,962
528,662
-

Table 16. Overview of capacity levels by airspace and setting.
Setting
Local (Baseline)
Airspace/Traffic Low Med. High

NM autonomy
AU autonomy
Low Med. High Low Med. High

EDUUUTAC
EDUUUTAE
EDUUUTAS
EDUUUTAW
EDYYBUTA
EDYYDUTA
EDYYHUTA
EPWWCTA
LHCCCTA
LKAACTA
LKAAUTA
LOVVCTA
LSAGUTA
LSAZUTA
LZBBCTA

80
72
43
66
60
50
67
81
80
44
36
101
43
48
39

84
72
45
72
58
45
47
80
80
50
36
99
32
34
39

84
72
60
72
61
47
52
90
80
52
42
104
40
42
48

84
73
60
72
67
50
57
106
80
50
56
114
47
50
56

84
72
45
69
66
60
72
81
81
44
36
100
50
50
46
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94
75
53
77
70
65
80
81
80
44
41
100
54
54
43

83
77
45
66
66
54
72
97
80
44
36
112
50
52
39

92
87
46
72
73
63
78
97
80
44
36
122
57
57
46

100
98
52
79
73
66
84
106
84
44
36
136
59
59
44

A.3

Learning approach to find network-oriented capacity levels

We consider the problem minx∈X ES (G(x, S)) + cT x, where G(x, S) is the displacement cost
for scenario S and capacity decision x, and vector c denotes the capacity cost (per sectorhour) of each airspace. We summarize all further notation in Table 17. The displacement
cost G(x, S) for a given capacity decision x and scenario S is then determined using the
following mixed integer program:

G(x, S) = min
y,z

s.t.

X X

dfr yrf

(1)

f ∈F S r∈Rf

X X

bf rlu yrf zacu ≤ κl

a ∈ A, c ∈ C a , l ∈ Lc , u ∈ U

(2)

f ∈F S

r∈Rf

X

zacu = 1

a ∈ A, u ∈ U

(3)

yrf = 1

f ∈F

(4)

c∈C a

X
r∈Rf

ha ≥ 0

∀a ∈ A

yrf ∈ {0, 1}

f ∈ F, r ∈ Rf

zacu ∈ {0, 1}

a ∈ A, c ∈ C a , u ∈ U.

Given this problem definition, we determine the network-oriented capacity levels x∗ in
a two-step approach based on Künnen et al. (2021). In the first step, we determine linear
regression coefficients that describe the relation between capacity shortage of each airspace
(i.e., the number of flights that exceed the capacity limits of the airspace) and total displacement and emission cost in the network. For this purpose, an integer linear program (see CILP
below) and a routing heuristic (see Algorithm 1 below) are used that approximate G(x, S) for
any combination of capacity level x and traffic and capacity scenario S. We run the heuristic
for 2,000 different inputs for x and S (any lower number of inputs has shown to lead to
unreliable results) and use the observed displacement cost Ĝ(x, S) to determine regression
coefficients β based on equation (5). Since the running time of the routing heuristic increases
quadratically with the number of available trajectory options for each flight (see Künnen and
Strauss (2021)), we pre-process the trajectories of all scheduled flights. In particular, we run
the heuristic for 40 combinations of x and S and keep only those trajectory options which
were chosen in the final routing decision at least once.
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Table 17. Overview of notation.
Sets:
F
F
K
K
S
S
Rf
U
A
Ca
Lc

Flight scenario including both scheduled and non-scheduled flights
Finite collection of flight scenarios F
Capacity scenario (meaning some sector capacities may be reduced)
Finite collection of capacity scenarios K
Scenarios defined by pair (F S , K S ), with F S ∈ F and K S ∈ K
Finite collection of uncertain scenarios S
Finite set of re-routing and delay options available to flight f
Set of time periods covering the day of operation
Set of airspaces
Set of configurations for airspace a
Partition of sectors corresponding to a configuration c

Indices:
f
u
r
a
c
l

Flights
Time index
Route option, fixed in both spatial and temporal terms
Airspace
Airspace’s configuration
Airspace sector

Parameters:
γ = (γa )a∈A
κSl
h = (ha )a∈A
h̄ac
dfr
bf rlu ∈ {0, 1}

Unit cost of one sector hour for airspace a
Maximum capacity of airspace sector p under scenario K S
Budgets of available sector-hours for all airspaces a ∈ A
Sector-hours consumed by airspace a in configuration c per unit of time
Displacement cost of route r for flight f
Indicates whether route r uses sector l at time u

Variables:
zacu ∈ {0, 1}
yrf ∈ {0, 1}

Indicates whether configuration c is open in airspace a in time period u
Indicates whether flight f is assigned to route r
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Ĝ(x, S) = β0 +

X

βa

a∈A

X

ka .

(5)

u

To ensure that the regression coefficients are not overfitted to the busy traffic patterns on
the day of the case study but are also valid for lower traffic volumes, we uniformly sample
between 3,000 and 4,000 total flights to create the traffic scenarios in S. This distribution
was chosen based on the actual monthy traffic distribution in the Eurocontrol area in 2018
(Eurocontrol (2019)). To determine capacity shortages ka (a ∈ A) of each airspace, we assign
each flight of the given scenario to its shortest trajectory, compute the resulting total traffic
flows (in terms of number of flights) of the airspace and substract from it the airspace capacity.

(CILP) min
z

X

kacu zacu

(6a)

a,c,u

s.t.

XX
u

h̄ac zacu ≤ xSa

a∈A

(6b)

a ∈ A, u ∈ U

(6c)

a ∈ A, c ∈ C a , u ∈ U.

(6d)

c∈C a

X

zacu = 1

c∈C a

zacu ∈ {0, 1}

Algorithm 1 MMKP-based heuristic for routing problem
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Input: Configuration C 0 , traffic scenario F S and capacity uncertainty W S
Initialize: Set rf0 := arg minr∈Rf dfr for f ∈ F S , Lagrange Multiplier µl := 0 for l ∈ L0
Establish feasible solution: IterateP
until k̄l ≤ 1∀l ∈ L0
Compute relative “weight” wf rl = e∈E l P
bf reu /κSl for f ∈ F S , r ∈ Rf , l ∈ L0
Compute relative capacity shortage k̄l = f ∈F S wf r0 l and set l∗ := arg maxl k̄l .
∗

For flights with wf r0 l∗ > wf rl∗ on l , store

P
dfr −dfr0 − l∈L0 µl (wf r0 l −wf rl )
=
for r ∈ Rf .
wf r0 l∗ −wf rl∗
update rf0 = r and µalu∗ = µalu∗ + γrf

γrf

Determine flight and route with lowest γrf ,
Improve feasible solution: Iterate until no further improvement found, i.e., δ = ∅
For flights and routes with dfr0 > dfr and k̄l −wf r0 l +wf rl ≤ 1, l ∈ L0 , store δrf = dfr0 −dfr .
Find flight and route with largest δrf and update rf0 := r.
P
Output: Routing R∗ = {rf0 : f ∈ F S } and displacement cost D∗ = r∈R∗ dr

In the second step of the capacity decision process, we use these regression coefficients
in the exploration-exploitation algorithm proposed by Künnen et al. (2021), which is shown
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in Algorithm 2. In the procedure, a pool of promising capacity levels (or “candidates”)
is populated over time, and then iteratively reduced to the proposed best solution. In each
iteration, the algorithm either tests an existing capacity levels from the pool on a new scenario
to decide whether it remains in the pool, or it tests an entirely new capacity level to decide
whether it is added to the pool. The procedure terminates if only one candidate remains in
the pool, or if all candidates in the pool have already been tests on 300 different scenarios
S (in which case the best performing candidate is chosen). For a detailed description of the
algorithm and notation, the reader is referred to Künnen et al. (2021).
Algorithm 2 Exploration-exploitation framework to seek optimum capacity
Input: Scenarios S, solution space X , sampling, resampling
1: Initialize: i = 0, j = 1, X0∗ = ∅, fˆ0 (x∗ ) = M (large number)
2: while ∃x ∈ Xj∗ : N (x) < N max do
3:
i=i+1
4:
if i = bj 1.5 c then
5:
Select x ∈ X based on sampling strategy, evaluate f (x, S1 ) and set j = j + 1
6:
if f (x, S1 ) − fˆi (x∗ ) < λ then
∗
7:
Xj∗ = Xj−1
∪ {x}, fˆi (x) = f (x, S1 ), N (x) = 1
8:
else
∗
9:
Xj∗ = Xj−1
10:
end if
11:
for x ∈ Xj∗ (ensure minimum amount of resampling) do
12:
if N (x) < dj 0.5 e then
13:
Set n = dj 0.5 e − N (x) and evaluate f (x, SN (x)+1 ), . . . , f (X, SN (x)+n )
P
fˆ (x)N (x)+ n
k=1 f (x,SN (x)+k )
14:
Set fˆi (x) = i−1
, and N (x) = N (x) + 1
N (x)+n
15:
end if
16:
end for
17:
for x ∈ Xj∗ (discard poor solutions) do
18:
if fˆi (x) − fˆi (x∗ ) > λ/j 0.15 then
19:
Xj∗ = Xj∗ \ {x}
20:
end if
21:
end for
22:
else
23:
Select x ∈ Xj∗ based on re-sampling strategy and evaluate f (x, SN (x)+1 )
fˆ (x)N (x)+f (X,SN (x)+1 )
24:
Set fˆi (x) = i−1
, and N (x) = N (x) + 1
N (x)+1

Update
= arg minx∈Xj∗ fˆi (x) and
26:
end if
27: end while
Output: Capacity budget x∗i with network cost fˆi (x∗ )
25:

x∗i
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(XCILP) min
0
h ,z

X

βa kacu zacu

a,c,u

s.t. (6c), (6d)
XX
h̄ac zacu ≤ xSa + h0a
u

a∈A

c∈C a

X

h0a ≤ |Ag |x0g

g∈G

a∈Ag

h0a ≥ 0

a ∈ A.
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